
WIECL Senior Plate Final 

24th July 2018 

Stagborough CC v West Hagley CC 

Kidderminster Cricket Club, Chester Road, Kidderminster 

Stagborough win high quality thrilling Senior Plate final! 

 

Two strong teams met to contest the 2018 WIECL Senior Plate Final at Chester Road and an excellent 

match unfolded under fine weather on a good pitch and fast outfield.  Thanks must be given to 

Kidderminster Cricket Club and groundsman Chris Longmore. 

Stagborough batted first with Andy Siwicki and Harry Downes sharing an opening partnership of 66 

in the first 5 overs.  Having hit a massive six over the pavilion as well as two more Andy Siwicki was 

out for top score of 43.  Despite Harry Downes contributing 29 and a quick 28 from Ryan Derrick, 

West Hagley managed to restrict Stagborough to a total of 129-5 thanks to some tight bowling from 

Ansar Mahmood (3-0-25-2), Billal Hassan (3-0-25-0) and good support from the Mole brothers and 

Waqas Ahmed.  There was some tremendous fielding from Zucky Shabir on the boundary as well as 

Zucky affecting a run out with a direct hit to the stumps.  Finally, WIECL committee member and 

West Hagley stalwart, Julian Fallows, must receive acknowledgment for a well carried out stumping 

off Ansar Mahmood. 

Chasing 130 to win, West Hagley were 51-2 by the fifth over with Billal Hassan the main stay of their 

innings.  Some steady bowling by Craig Siwicki, Will Downes and good fielding typified by the whole-

hearted approach of Gary Dickinson had held West Hagley in check, but Hassan started to increase 

the tempo and by end of the eight over, after hitting three fours, he had taken West Hagley to a 

strong position at 89-3.  The 10th over, however, proved to be the crucial point where the game was 

won and lost.  Stagborough, maybe in desperation, introduced slow, slow bowler Peter Dickinson 

into the attack and this move came up trumps – to their surprise and delight!  In a superb over, not 

only did Dickinson restrict the batsmen to just four runs plus a wide off the over but he also took two 

wickets.  One these was the potential match winner Hassan, caught behind by Ryan Delo for 49 and 

the other was the result of a quite spectacular one handed catch at deep mid-off tight on the 

boundary by Ryan Derrick.  So West Hagley at 99-5 after 10 overs required 31 runs from the last two 

overs – 31 off 16 balls.  With 23 needed off the last eight balls Will Downes responded with a fine 

over conceding only one scoring shot, which went for six.  He also claimed two wickets thanks to two 

spectacular catches by Sam Foley.  West Hagley finished on 113 for 7 and Stagborough won by 16 

runs. 

There were many fine individual performances including Andy Siwicki’s 43, Billal Hassan 49 and tight 

bowling,  Ansar Mahmood’s bowling, Sam Foley’s catching in the deep, Zucky Sabir’s energy in the 

field but after much discussion between umpires and the match adjudicator it was decide the crucial 

over by Peter Dickinson made him man of the match. 


